1.
Consider r finite extensions fci, ..., k, of an algebraic number field k, a finite extension of Q, and fix an ideal class Aj in kj, 1 ^ j < r. Let V(A) = {a|a,eA,, N^a^ = ... = N^aJ be the set of r-tuples of divisors having equal norms. Following E. Hecke, [I] , one associates to a divisor of a number field a point in Minkowski space, the real vector space corresponding to this field; we study the distribution ofintegrall and prime divisors in V(A) regarded as points of a real manifold, in the spirit of [1] . For technical reasons we consider here only the case k = Q (compare [2] and the appendix to this paper).
We use the following notations: card S, or simply |S|, denotes the cardinality of a firfite set S. Let L be an algebraic number field of degree n over Q: D is the ring of integers of L, o* is its group of units, I is the group of fractional divisors of L, Io is the monoid of integral divisors, (*) Supported in part by a French Government visiting grant. of its orbits. E. Hecke, [l] , introduces « ideal numbers » (compare also, [3] - [6] ) and defines GroBencharaktere to be able to study the distribution of integral and prime divisors among the areas of Y. We recall this construction, as well as the results of [3] - [5] where a^eZ, ^eR, x^ denotes the projection of x on L^, and, moreover, ^(ex) == K(x) for eex|/(o' 11 ), Z^-+2E^=0, a,e{0,l} for weSi.
weSj weSÎ t follows from the Dirichlet theorem on units (compare [l], [6] ) that Y = R+ x IL x (Z/2Zy°, where IL is a torus of dimension n -1, and ro^y-i. Therefore, Yo = Z"" 1 x (Z/2Zy°, and there exist characters ^i,...,^_i multiplicatively independent over Z and such DIVISORS WITH EQUAL NORMS 3 that any K e ^o has the form (2) ^ri^^ ^z. Since the group H: = I/L* of ideal classes is finite, one can define an embedding (3) /:I->R^x3:L which coincides with (po on L*/o*. It follows from the work cited above (see, in particular, [1] and [3] - [5] ) that both integral and prime divisors are asymptotically equidistributed when identified by means of (3) with points of the real manifold R+ x IL. To be more precise, let us introduce a parametrisation of 3^ induced by the basic characters Kj(x) = exp (2ni(f>j(x)), 1 ^ j < n -1, 0 < (p/Oc) < 1, and identify a point x e 3:L with its image (^ (x),... ,^ -1 (x)) € T" ~1, where T denotes the unit circle in C*. We call a subset where mes is the normalized Haar measure on XL (so that mes (IL)= 1) and Sx denotes the boundary of T. The following theorem has been proved by J. P. Kubilius, [4] , and, a few years later, by T. Mitsui, [5] . where H is the group of ideal class characters, can be identified (see, e.g., [6] ) with the set of unramified idele-class characters trivial on R+ . The map
is compatible with (3) under the above identification of 3^ and T"~1. Theorem 1 may be viewed as a multidimensional equidistribution principle, in the spirit of the classic memoir ofHecke's, [1] . We should like to refer to [8] , [9] , [10] for some applications of this principle. One can improve the error term in the second formula using the method of trigonometric sums (see, [3] , chapter 2, and [7] ). About thirty years ago Yu. V. Linnik suggested (and communicated to his colleagues and students, [11] ) that one could generalize Theorem 1 to treat the integral and prime divisors in V(A). As an example of this programme (compare [2] and references therein), we prove here the following result. Let 1^, ^, 2, and hj denote the monoid of integral divisors, the set of prime divisors, the where a^ = card {a,|o,6iy, N^./Q^ = w} is the number of integral divisors of kj whose norm is equal to w. One can show (see [12] , [13] )
is a rational function of (, p p varies over rational primes, and, moreover, O^^p where ^o(n) = ( x 2 ) (see, e.g., [13] , §5). Therefore we obtain the \ n ) following result. We remark finally that the 0-constants depend on T only through the « constant of smoothness » C(x), as can be readily observed from the proof of Theorem 2 given below.
2.
Further on we write Io(K), ^(K), H(K), ^i(K) for the monoid of the integral divisors, set of prime divisors, class group and the set of basic GroBencharaktere of K. Theorem 2 will be deduced from the following four lemmas. LEMMA 1. -Let (pi, (pa, e satisfy the inequalities 0^< P l~e < ( P l < ( P 2 < ( P 2 + e^l -
There exists a real valued function /€C°°[0,1] such that 0 ^ f(f) ^ 1 for (e[0,l], /(t)=l for te[(pi,(p2], f(t) = 0 for r^[(pi-e,(p2+£],
/'(O ^ 0 for (pi -e < t < (pi and (p^ < r < (p2 + e 0 | <pi -e (pi <?2 <P2 + e 1 This is a well-known lemma of elementary calculus; we choose one of such functions to be denoted by /((pi,(p2,e; .). Let C,, CK be the idele class groups of fe,, K, and /, be an idele class character of fe, trivial on R+; we define an idele class character (7) x: = n X,°NK. This follows from the results cited before, [12] (or [13] ). Proo/. -To prove (9) one remarks (see, e.g., [14] , Lemma 1) that for any a € V n 3P satisfying the condition « |a| = q is a rational prime » there exists one and only one prime pe^(K) such that N^.p = dj. Therefore,
a€Vn^»,|a|<x aeVn^,|a|=Ŝ
p6^»(K), NK/QP<X
and (9) follows from estimates obtained in the work cited above (see [4] , ch. I, § 8, lemma 4, or [5] , § 2, lemma 6) (*). By a standard argument one obtains (see, e.g., [15] , lemma 3.12) in the region 0 ^ CT < c. Substitution of (11) into the estimate for A(x) we have just written out leads to (8) . Proof. -Let us assume first that ^ is of finite order for every j; then, being unramified, it is an ideal class character. One can deduce from class field theory, [17] , that (under the above conditions) and we see that Xj = 1 • Assuming ^ = 1 we deduce, now that ^ is of finite order for any j. Let Gy be the Galois group of k, and G be the r Galois group of K; since n = fl n /' we have G ^ °i x •" x Grj=i The character (XyoNK^-^n^oNĵ is, therefore, G^-invariant; since [Cj: NK/^.CK] = ^ is finite, we see that is G^-invariant. Take pe^,; since ^(p) = X^P 7 ) for yeG,, we see that (x/p))^ = (x/P)/^, where N^/QR = ^. But any idele class character in Q is of finite order, and it follows, therefore, that ^ = 1 for some £\
3.
Theorem 2 can be deduced from lemma 3 and lemma 4 on purely formal lines. It is an easy consequence of these lemmas and the following form of the WeyFs equidistribution principle (compare [I], p. 37, and [18] , Satz 3). To state it we appeal to lemma 1 and write /(<Pi >q>2 »e; t) = ^ €" exp (27rint), so that (12) Co= ( Proof. -We deduce (14) from (13) 
E F^a^-E E xMF^a))^^)). where n, a vary over integral divisors of k, kj. It follows then from the results cited above (see [12] , [13] ) that 
